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Executive Summary

What Populist Sovereignism Is About
This report coins the term ‘populist sovereignism’ (PopSovism in brief) as a blending 
of two powerful sentiments within contemporary political movements and discourses. 
The populist component of PopSovism puts itself on the side of ‘the people’, defined 
as a country’s native ethno-cultural group(s), which must be defended against both 
national and transnational ‘elites’ and against other ‘outsiders’ such as immigrants. 
Its sovereignist component advocates a return to an international order in which 
the nation-state, guided by the self-identified interests of the native ethno-cultural 
population, maintains or re-asserts sovereign control over its laws, institutions, and 
the terms of its international interactions. Supra- or inter-national actors and global 
market forces are seen as restrictions on the nation-state that should be reduced 
and/or opposed.

PopSovism differs from previous movements and must be understood within the 
current historical, political, and socio-cultural context. Populist sovereignists 
reject, in whole or in part, the trend of increasing international integration. At the 
national level, transnational flows of people and goods associated with globalization 
have brought immigrants and non-native cultural influences that have shifted 
the cultural and ethnic makeup of states. At the international level, international 
or supranational organizations have usurped authority from the nation-state and 
therefore from ‘the people’. Porous borders vulnerable to streams of migrants and 
refugees, international agreements that hinder the ability of the state to represent 
the will of the people, along with the mobility of multinational corporations threaten 
the ability of governments to control their own affairs. Populist sovereignists put the 
nation-state – the nation and its ‘native’ people’ – first.

Economic insecurity or inequality and cultural backlash to multiculturalism or 
demographic change may have spurred popular ‘demand’ for populist parties. 
Alternatively, populist sovereignist parties may have moved to fill the vacuum left 
by mainstream parties unwilling to address taboo topics, such as popular qualms 
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about multiculturalism or membership of the European Union. Popular demand and 
political supply drive movements that are, in some countries, decades old. Brexit and 
the election of US President Donald Trump were not merely flare-ups of momentary 
sentiment. The shock that has accompanied their electoral success represents a 
failure to reckon with the angst that lived within certain segments of Western 
societies. Not recognizing those sentiments was risky – thinking that the tide of 
populist sovereignism has now turned is equally dangerous. Some commentators 
are advancing that argument now. They refer to the fact that voters rejected the 
Freedom Party of Austria’s presidential candidate, Norbert Hofer, in December 2016; 
that Emmanuel Macron’s En Marche trounced Marine Le Pen’s National Front in the 
French legislative election; that in Great Britain, UKIP’s share of the vote fell from 
12.6 percent in 2015 to 2 percent in June 2017, while Italian voters turned their backs 
on Italy’s Five Star Movement in elections in June 2017.

Yet, populist sovereignism did not begin with Brexit and it did not end with these 
defeats. Recent electoral successes represent peaks in a movement that has grown 
in power and organization over several decades. The Freedom Party of Austria 
first became a junior partner in a governing coalition in 1999, following an anti-
immigration campaign called ‘Austria First!’ In 2005, French and Dutch referendums 
in which the majority of people voted “No” to ratifying the European Union constitution 
revealed considerable popular dissatisfaction with the institution. Currently, populist 
sovereignist parties rule alone or are part of the governing coalitions in 8 Western 
countries, and they hold more than 10 percent of a total of 11 countries’ seats in 
the European Parliament. Recent electoral failures by PopSov parties more likely 
represent the vicissitudes of electoral fortunes rather than the sudden end of 
decades-long movements. Many deep resentments still simmer.
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Figure 1.1  Populist sovereignist parties in national legislatures of selected coun-
tries

What PopSov Parties Want
This study contains a systematic benchmark of official policy statements issued 
between 2013 and 2017 by 1 US-based and 16 European political parties that 1) include 
positive appeals to ‘the people’ and/or against the ‘establishment’; 2) emphasize 
the return of sovereign decision-making to the nation state; and 3) enjoy sizeable 
political support. President Trump and the Republican Party (GOP) are one party but 
are considered separately within the benchmark. This overview of their proposed 
policies provides the basis for a discussion about the potential consequences that 
may stem from the implementation of such policies in the future – either by populist 
sovereignist parties or by others, should their visions be absorbed by mainstream 
parties.

Our analysis looks at their proposed policies along the following four themes: Nation 
of ‘the People’: Popular Rule and Protection of the Nation-State; Revising the Liberal 
World Order: The Nation-State in the International Arena; Stability and Influence: 
International Relations and Alliances; and The Foreign and Defense Policies of Populist 
Sovereignist Parties.
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Figure 5.2 Populist sovereignist parties in national legislatures of selected countries
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Figure 1.2  Results of the Benchmark: Positions of PopSov Parties
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Nation of ‘the People’: Popular Rule and Protection of the 
Nation-State
Within the nation-state, populist sovereignist parties claim to want to return power 
to ‘the people’ through increasing opportunities for direct democracy. Protecting the 
interests of ‘the people’ – defined as the native, ethnocultural populations of the 
state – means protecting the national culture and way of life. Decreasing immigration 
and thereby decreasing multiculturalism is seen as a way to maintain the unity of the 
nation-state. Increasing border controls is one way of doing so.

Revising the Liberal World Order: The Nation-State in the 
International Arena
Reducing the authority of international institutions that circumscribe national 
sovereignty – especially the EU – is a priority for all populist sovereignist parties. Not 
all parties envision exiting the EU and most are pro-European cooperation. However, 
nearly all envision a less integrated Europe that respects the sovereignty and 
individual characteristics of its constituent nation-states: a ‘Europe of the Nations’. 
While most parties do want to reassert national control over trade and economic 
policy, nearly as many parties support protectionist policies as support free trade.

Stability and Influence: International Relations and Alliances
While the parties within our study are not generally pro-EU defense cooperation 
(with several exceptions), they are pro defense cooperation in general. Creating an 
EU military would require member states to further surrender their sovereignty to an 
already overreaching European Union. However, the majority of parties do support the 
NATO alliance as well as intra-European regional or bilateral defense cooperation. 
Most parties are also cooperative towards Russia – often while simultaneously 
supporting NATO. Cooperative attitudes towards Russia often spring from a pragmatic 
desire not to antagonize a powerful country in Europe’s neighborhood.

The Foreign and Defense Policies of Populist Sovereignist 
Parties
With the exception of Italy’s pacifist Five Star Movement, all populist sovereignist 
parties want to increase defense spending and capabilities. However, most parties 
are also skeptical of interventions and engagements abroad. Putting the nation-
state first, common positions include decreasing development aid and abstaining 
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from promoting democracy or human rights abroad. Military intervention should only 
occur in specific circumstances, for example fighting terrorism.

Our analysis reveals a picture of PopSov policies that are, at times, at significant 
odds with the prevailing status quo. Populist sovereignist parties are not illiberal 
per se, and they are not necessarily isolationist. Yet, their proposed reforms at times 
sit uncomfortably with the tenets of liberal democracy, in particular with regards to 
protections for minorities. Reasserting the sovereignty of the nation-state by reducing 
the power of international organizations pushes back against a decades-old trend of 
increasing multilateral cooperation through strong, rules-based institutions. While 
most populist sovereignist parties support NATO, most are also supportive of warm 
relations with Russia. With the exception of one party, all populist sovereignist parties 
want to significantly boost military and defense capabilities over current levels.

Yet, the implementation of these policies is dependent on a variety of factors: 
whether or not PopSov parties are elected into office; whether or not they have to 
compromise with coalition partners; and the extent to which they will face constraints 
from other branches of government. And should these policies be implemented, 
the consequences are far from clear. These potential consequences were further 
explored in a scenario exercise consisting of four future scenarios.

Scenarios and Implications
Whereas much has been written on the political and economic dangers that accompany 
the rise of populist forces in Europe and beyond, this report focuses especially on 
its possible security implications. In order to think these through, the HCSS team 
crafted four PopSov-relevant future security environments and organized an online 
brainstorm session to elicit some implication for international security and for Dutch 
and European policymakers.

In one scenario, a larger number of European countries is ruled by PopSov - dominated 
governments, leading to a more integrated but also less powerful (and 
non - contiguous) rump-EU and an increasingly irrelevant NATO. In a second (more 
short-term) one, US PopSov President Trump’s brinkmanship in response to a new 
North Korean ICBM launch leads to an accident at sea with China, upon which Trump 
threatens European NATO-members to either support him militarily or to start the 
withdrawal procedure enshrined in Art. 13 of the Washington Treaty. A third scenario 
sees a military confrontation between two European PopSov regimes in Romania and 
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Hungary over the Székely issue. The final scenario is a rosер one in which the 2016 
‘PopSov spring’ proves to be the high tide of the Atlantic PopSov wave, leading to 
better US-EU relations and higher economic growth rates.

We found these scenarios particularly useful as a counterweight to the almost 
euphoric feelings that seemed to take over the pre-holiday mood of many European 
policy-makers after the (to them) encouraging outcomes of the Dutch and French 
elections in the first half of 2017. These feelings are further fueled by the observation by 
many political scientists that the political consequences of the Great Recession – the 
biggest economic recession since the Great Depression of the 1930s – have actually 
been remarkably muted. They have not (yet) led (with the possible exception of 
Hungary) to frontal attacks on democracy itself; on the existence of European Union 
(where, after considerable initial trepidation, continental Europeans feel that the 
balance of power has shifted to their advantage in the Brexit negotiations with the 
UK); on NATO (which President Putin has given a new lease on life); or on the post-
WWII global governance architecture.

One of the most striking observations from the online survey was the relative ease 
with which participants accepted the plausibility of these scenarios – even the three 
dark ones. Informed by the inputs of the participants, HCSS drew four main overall 
conclusions: one on policy; one on attitudes; one on politics; and a last one on defense 
priorities.

Foreign and Security Policy Starts at Home
A first conclusion is that both domestic as well as foreign, security and defense 
policymakers have to recognize that foreign and security policy starts at home. 
PopSovism may have subsided somewhat in recent months, but the underlying 
dynamics have certainly not disappeared and may even gain in political strength 
because of impending technological disruptions triggered by the combination of the 
fourth industrial revolution (3D printing and robotization) and the transition to a post-
industrial era (of which artificial intelligence may be the most powerful marker). 
This means that policymakers have to become much more adept at thinking truly 
comprehensively about these complex and interconnected challenges.

Do Not Ostracize PopSovism
The second main conclusion was that our polities would be well advised to resist the 
temptation to demonize and/or ostracize PopSov sentiments. There is still a tendency 
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in many circles to think paternalistically about PopSovism: that ‘those people’ are 
poorly informed, misguided, deluded by political charlatans, and that all that has to 
be done is to better explain why we have been doing the things we have been doing 
for the past few decades. In our view, a more intelligent (and effective) policy – which 
does seem to have carried the day in most of our Western democracies – may be 
to accept that various important policy mistakes were made (economically, socially, 
educationally, etc.) over the past few decades and that these should be redressed. 
The inclusion of some PopSov policy ideas and even moderate PopSov politicians 
in some of our governments already suggests that these PopSov parties may go 
the way of the Green parties, whose impact has been realized as much through the 
‘corrections’ they triggered in the policy stances of the more mainstream parties as 
through their own political agency.

Give Democracy a Chance
This brings us to our third general conclusion that deals with the political processes 
and the concrete PopSovist political parties. The study suggests that the wisest 
course of action might actually be to give democracy a chance to work its (relatively) 
effective magic. Various Western democracies are already using various admixtures 
of response strategies to populist extremist parties like ‘exclusion’ (blocking them 
from accessing public office and influencing debate – even if that is not particularly 
democratic nor effective), ‘diffusion’ (shifting the focus away from social and 
cultural issues and towards economic ones), ‘adoption’ (embracing more restrictive 
policies on immigration, integration, and law and order), ‘principle’ (making the 
case for cultural diversity and globalization), ‘engagement’ (making more serious 
investments in countering populist sentiments at the grassroots), and ‘interaction’ 
(putting greater effort into supporting contact and dialogue between different ethnic 
and cultural groups within a given community). What we have seen emerge in many 
strongly rooted Western democracies is a bespoke admixture of many of these 
ingredients into a context-specific political elixir that – spiked with some of the more 
substantive policy decisions that are being made – seems to provide a fairly effective 
anti-dote to the PopSov challenge.

Defense, Foreign and Security Policy Priorities
The fourth and final general conclusion pertains specifically to our defense and 
security priorities. We present this particular conclusion last for good cause. Dealing 
with the root causes of this upwelling of dissent in our own midst is clearly the first 
priority and getting those corrective policy adjustments right may very well prove 
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to be the critical success factor. Deftly navigating the often-toxic politics of this 
policy adjustment process in an increasingly liquid (and changing) modernity may 
be a close second. But our scenarios also vividly illustrate that there are pernicious 
‘hard’ defense and security challenges that also require more attention. The most 
PopSov-specific implication in this realm probably lies in the realm of both domestic 
and external societal resilience – a point that will be described in more detail in the 
European and Dutch sections, which will be looked at more specifically in the next 
section.

What Should Europe and the Netherlands Do?
One of the most ironic findings of our analysis is probably that while the European 
Union is one of the main targets of PopSovists, it may still prove to be the best-
positioned and -endowed actor to redress some of their most fundamental 
grievances. The EU has the scale and the scope to identify and implement better 
ways to combine the benefits of open markets and European integration with social 
equity and protection. In some of the darker scenarios, Europe’s chameleon-like 
strengths in multi-level forms of international agency may offer it more flexibility to 
defend its collective interests and still project influence globally. This includes both 
in the many international institutions in which Europe plays such an outsized role, 
but it also includes the many para-diplomatic ways in which Europe manifests itself 
globally (often under the radar screen). Dealing effectively with the PopSov signal 
may therefore actually require more Europe, not less.

For the EU to play this beneficial role, however, it will be essential to further increase 
the European Union’s legitimacy in both a procedural and substantive sense. 70 years 
of European integration have yielded an institutional framework that may be relatively 
and perhaps even excessively cumbersome. But it has also demonstrated that it has 
the policy formulation and implementation prowess to deal with many dossiers (i.e. 
trade) in a way that would be unattainable for most – if not all – member states. In 
many of the more somber scenarios of this study (and to some extent maybe even 
in the rosier one) Europe will have to assume more responsibility for its own (and its 
neighbors’) future than in the past 70 years. This will require a significant upgrade 
of the democratic nature of the EU’s decision-making apparatus – a self-avowed 
ambition of the EU since its very inception, whereby expectations have always vastly 
exceeded reality. Key areas of concern to be addressed here are how to increase the 
democratic credentials of the European Commission itself, but also of the governance 
of the euro-zone.
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To improve the Union’s performance legitimacy against a PopSov backdrop, our 
report highlights four areas where the EU may (uniquely) contribute to more efficient 
policy solutions: in the pre-market, market, and post-market socio-economic policy 
fields where the Commission has unique policy and financial levers; in border 
management and refugee policy; in rebuilding trust and in overcoming the post-fact, 
post-truth sentiments that have overtaken a significant part of our publics (this may 
be a less familiar area for the EU, but it is also one in which it benefits from unique 
economies of scale and scope); and last but not least (but also most difficult) in the 
defense and security area. We already see palpable momentum in the area of the 
Common Security and Defense Policy – especially last year with the so-called 2016 
‘Winter Package’ that included a European Defense Action Plan proposed by the 
European Commission, to increase defense research and capabilities. In the three 
darker scenarios, in which a Trump-US that would return more to its early election 
rhetoric and turn its back on a ‘freeriding’ Europe, it remains to be seen whether 
these still relatively timid steps will prove sufficient to face the bigger challenges 
they represent.

Turning to what the Netherlands can do, the report identifies many areas where 
the Dutch layers of government, in the true spirit of European subsidiarity, remain 
uniquely placed to design country-specific adjustments in the many policy areas in 
which national (and sub-national) decision-making continues to prevail. We stress 
that the Netherlands’ starting point for making such adjustments is relatively 
auspicious.  The country’s core policy tenets have historically served its inhabitants 
well: an overall (economic, political, societal, and even cultural and legal) outward-
looking, pragmatic,  consensus-seeking attitude with a fairly activist international 
policy anchored in domestic policies that have always looked for socially equitably 
solutions that do not impair the country’s international competitiveness. The 
Netherlands is now in the third year of a gradual recovery that has been steadily 
accelerating, as witnessed in rising house prices, gradually improving household 
balance sheets, and rising consumption. The PopSov constituency in the Netherlands 
is an equal beneficiary of these positive conditions.

Against this relatively propitious background, domestic PopSovism-fueled dynamics 
still suggest a number of pragmatic adjustments to current choices. Substantively, 
procedurally, and politically the country already has a wide range of mechanisms 
in place that can (and do) make choices that mitigate the sharpest edges of the 
Dutch PopSov phenomenon. We still suspect more efforts will be required to address 
PopSov grievances in a more sustainable way. 
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This study cannot and does not provide an overview of all substantive policy areas 
where adjustments may be helpful. It merely highlights that the overall imperative 
behind all of them – also from a defense and security point of view – should be to 
reinvigorate the ‘social contract’ between the Dutch government and all segments of 
Dutch society. Herein lies, we submit, the single most promising guarantee for Dutch 
society’s continued physical, economic, social and even cultural security. Whereby 
special attention should be devoted to increasing the resilience of those segments of 
the population most affected by the drivers of PopSovism. As the European economy 
seems to be picking up steam again, more opportunities will likely arise for further 
measures along these lines. Concrete measures that are mentioned in the study 
include expanding additional job training and re-training opportunities, especially 
for the more lowly educated; alleviating legislative and/or regulatory hurdles to the 
speedy and successful assimilation of immigrants and/or refugees that add value to 
the country’s human capital; providing transition assistance for displaced workers; 
promoting inclusive community relations at the grassroots level; etc.

Also procedurally, the Dutch government has made great strides in moving towards the 
types of truly whole-of-government, whole-of-society and even whole-of-ecosystem 
approaches and procedures that complex challenges of this nature demand. This 
is not only the case in what we now call the ‘comprehensive approach’ for foreign, 
defense and security policy (‘de geïntegreerde benadering’ in Dutch), but across the 
board. Attempts to reorganize (and rethink) governance in fields like cybersecurity or 
‘hybrid challenges’ provide excellent early examples of truly transversal efforts that 
increasingly involve a larger ecosystem of public and private actors. Effectively dealing 
with a challenge like PopSovism will mean finding analogous ways of formulating 
and executing purposive public and private action across areas (at home and abroad) 
like urban planning, education, social policy, information management, etc. 

Finally politically, the Dutch polity has, at least so far, proved resilient enough to 
absorb some fairly potent PopSovist blows through its democratic institutions. 
Various PopSovist parties have been able to find their way into Parliament where they 
vigorously represent the interests of their constituencies. In the case of Geert Wilders’ 
PVV, they even spent one and a half year as the de-facto partner of a center-right 
government coalition. Dutch domestic policies – implemented by political coalitions 
of different stripes and colors – have also always looked for ways to design socially 
equitably solutions that still uphold the country’s international competitiveness. The 
political process to strike that balance has – as in most other countries – not always 
been frictionless or beyond dispute, but by and large it has managed to generate a 
high level of performance legitimacy amongst the population. 
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Whereas recommended changes in the domestic policy realm can therefore by and 
large be qualified as marginal adjustments to existing policies, the scenarios that 
were used in this study point to more uncomfortable adjustments in the country’s 
international cooperation choices. The more a PopSov-US distances itself from 
Europe, the more the Netherlands will have few alternatives but to upgrade its 
European portfolio option and to pursue an even more proactive position in the 
European Union. This does not mean abandoning its other partnership choices (US/
NATO, UK, GE, UN, etc.), but it does suggest an upgraded position for the EU portfolio 
option, probably also accompanied by a strengthening of the German and (depending 
on what happens in that part of Europe) Scandinavian elements within it. A further 
PopSov-induced fragilization of the European Union may also increase the importance 
to and attractiveness for the Netherlands of other ‘minilateral’ cooperation options 
like the Benelux. The study finally notes that the Chinese cooperation option overall 
also increases in attractiveness, whereas the Russian one remains far below its 
potential – as least for as long as the Putin regime stays in power.

PopSovism as a Challenge and an Opportunity
The public debate on populist sovereignism has tended to be painted in starkly somber 
tones. Journalists, pundits, analysts and the public at large are clearly mesmerized 
by some of the larger-than-life PopSov protagonists like Donald Trump, Viktor 
Orbán, Nigel Farage, Vladimir Putin, and others. There is no denying that they make 
great copy for the media. This report has argued, however, that the real protagonists 
of PopSovism are the societal groups that have propelled these leaders into the 
spotlight. Individual leaders may come and go; the wellsprings that spawn them may 
very well prove more enduring. It is those wellsprings, therefore, that represent the 
center of gravity of any policy efforts to effectively deal with PopSovism.

On the surface, the European PopSov challenge looks less daunting in the second 
half of 2017 than it did throughout the preceding year. This observation should not 
obscure the fact that many of the underlying causes that have triggered and keep 
fueling PopSovist sentiments persist. Sizeable parts of our transatlantic populations 
remain susceptible to the points of view espoused by PopSov politicians. And even 
if the necessary policy adjustments are made (a definite ‘if’), their effects are likely 
to take some time to materialize. Other technological and/or socio-economic 
developments may still end up throwing more fuel on the simmering PopSov flames.
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This report has framed PopSovism as a powerful signal ‘from below’ that should not 
be contemptuously dismissed but should instead be carefully heeded. The signal is 
sometimes hidden in infelicitous, cacophonous, and/or counterproductive noise. But 
the health of a democracy depends on such signals being voiced and – even more 
importantly – heard. The key requirement here is for our democracies to be able to 
then design and implement the required policy adjustments. If that ability is present, 
stressors like PopSov strengthen democracy – therein lies the antifragility of this 
particular form of governance. The interwar period, however, serves as a powerful 
historical reminder of what happens if that ability is found wanting. 

The past need not be prologue. There are relatively good grounds to think that the 
world, Europe, and the Netherlands are in a better position today than we were in 
previous times in history when we confronted similar political and societal challenges. 
The quality of our systems of governance is better than in the 19th century or in 
the interwar period – with broader suffrage, better checks and balances; better 
quality of decision-making. Our economies are far more complex and intertwined; 
our populations are better educated, more affluent, etc. The presence of various 
redistributive programs buffers citizens from economic calamities. Our governments 
have learned and continue to learn to work together in new ways and even to 
mutualize certain systemic risks. This is especially true in Europe, where, despite 
all its imperfections, the European Union remains a beacon for many other parts of 
the world that search for new ways of prospering together, thus transcending many 
security dilemmas. None of these improvements offer iron-clad guarantees against 
further political, economic, or even military lapses. But taken together, they arguably 
put our contemporary societies, polities, and economies in a comparatively much 
more propitious position to weather these adverse political winds. 

Such an outcome is far from preordained. The policy and political lessons of the 
PopSov dynamics of the past few years are still being learned – nationally and 
internationally. This report argues that the first – and best value-for-money, also in 
defense and security terms – policy priority should be to get the policy adjustment 
right. That is first and foremost a domestic policy priority – even if the linkages with 
defense and security (including the 2nd- and 3rd-order security effects of some of 
these domestic policy adjustments) should constantly be borne in mind.

If the PopSov signal will not receive adequate domestic policy responses, more 
vestigial defense and security threats like the ones we illustrated in some of our 
darker scenarios may re-emerge – within the European Union, along its borders 
and further afield.  No prudent strategic decision-maker can afford to neglect such 
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full-spectrum threats – both in terms of prevention and in terms of response. In 
various recent reports, HCSS has highlighted a number of areas where we feel our 
foreign, security and defense (FSD) organizations’ strategic option portfolio should 
be adjusted. Our FSD organizations – including the Dutch one – are already starting 
to relearn the grammar of conflict and are actively re-calibrating their capability 
portfolio towards the more (both kinetic and cyber) high-end threat that Russia and 
China increasingly present. As important as these are, they are not primarily driven 
by PopSovism and are therefore not the principal focus of this report.

If there are any more PopSov-specific aspects that this report serves to highlight, 
however, they probably lie less in the realm of what we have called ‘agents of conflict’ 
as in that of the ‘agents of resilience’. The more PopSov-specific DSO portfolio 
adjustments to result from this study, therefore, should focus on how to strengthen 
that resilience – both on ‘our’ side (“how do we make our societies, economies and 
polities more resilient against external attempts to weaken our resilience?”), but 
also in third parties (“how can we strengthen societal resilience in countries where 
PopSov political entrepreneurs are trying to whip up their constituencies in directions 
that might lead to conflict?”). This would apply especially to countries within the 
European Union in which PopSovism might start to lean towards domestic and/or 
international violent conflict (as in our War in the EU scenario); but also to various 
other places in the world where similar dynamics can be observed. In an earlier 
report this year, we have suggested that artificial intelligence might open up new 
investment opportunities in that area that might provide excellent (defense) value for 
(defense) money even for small- to medium-sized force providers.

The authors of this report do not believe that a return to a presumably simpler or 
‘better’ past in which our primordial nations still controlled their own destiny – as 
advocated by the current PopSov movement – is historically accurate, feasible, or 
desirable. We have instead argued that PopSovism is best framed as a potentially 
healthy feedback signal about certain negative aspects of the recent rush towards a 
supposed global liberal utopia that have been underestimated by national, European, 
and international policymakers. If that policy signal is ignored or mismanaged, it may 
still lead to some defense and security implications that will be reminiscent of the 
downwards spirals of the first half of the 20th century. But it need not.

Strategically prudent defense and security organizations should first of all 
work together with their domestic policy counterparts to make sure that this 
maybe distorted but still powerful and meaningful signal receives an appropriate 
comprehensive policy response. As the public custodians of a broader defense and 
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security ecosystem, they should secondly also think about ways in which they can 
help to bolster the resilience of their own societies, as well as of other parts of the 
world that might descend into conflict in ways that would affect their societies. 
Finally, they also have to make sure that as operators they have the wherewithal 
to deal with the potential hard defense and security consequences that might 
ensue – both before, during, and after an actual conflict. This is a tall order. It risks 
getting submerged under the many other security challenges of this day such as  
terrorism, cyber, Russia, etc. We remain hopeful and confident, however, that this 
challenge and opportunity will receive the public attention it deserves, and that this 
report will contribute towards that end.
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